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Guidance – Additional Charges 
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On 19 December 2008 Ofcom published Guidance under the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts 

Regulations 1999 on  ‘Additional Charges ‘in Telecoms contracts with Consumers 

 

The guidance aims to make sure that suppliers are aware of, understand and comply with their 

obligations under the Regulations.  It sets out what Ofcom considers those obligations to be and the 

approach we expect to take in performing our obligations and exercising our powers under the 

Regulations.   

 

If suppliers do not comply, we can take action against them. We will monitor complaints and examine 

suppliers’ terms to see whether they are consistent with our view of the law as set out in the guidance.  

Where they are not, we will consider the best way to enforce the Regulations, including taking the 

necessary formal enforcement action using our powers under the Regulations and/or the Enterprise Act 

2002.  We expect to start doing so three months from the date of publication of this statement. 

 

Alongside this statement, Ofcom has published a guide for consumers, offering advice on the type of 

charges to look for before signing up to a new communications service or provider.  It includes 

information on what consumers can do if they think they have entered into a contract with an unfair term 

or charge.   

 



Types of charges covered by the Guidance 
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Non-direct debit (non-DD) charge 

  

A charge for consumers choosing not to pay by direct debit 

 

Late payment charge 

  

A charge for consumers who pay late (i.e. beyond the invoice due date) 

  

Payment failure charge 

  

A charge where the payment method fails (e.g. a direct debit payment fails or a cheque bounces) 

  

Charge to restore service 

  

A charge for consumers who have had service restricted due to non payment (for example, having outgoing 

calls barred), who now wish to resume full service 

 

Initial minimum contract periods (MCPs) 

  

A minimum (fixed term) contractual period set at the start of a contract (often for 12 to 18 months) 
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Early termination charges (ETCs) 

  

A charge for consumers who terminate their contract before the end of the minimum contract 

period 

  

Minimum notice period (MiNP) 

  

The notice period which a consumer must give their supplier before they can bring their contract 

to an end 

 

Cease charges 

  

A charge for consumers ceasing their service (even where they are outside their minimum 

contract period) 

 

 Itemised / paper billing 

  

A charge for consumers wishing to receive a full call by call itemisation of the calls made, rather 

than a summary, or who want to receive a paper rather than an on-line bill 

 



Early Termination Charges - Enforcement 
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ETCs in fixed line and broadband  identified as the priority for enforcement as it was the where 

potential harm was the greatest and the area for which Ofcom received the most complaints 

 

Very broadly, our view was that fair ETCs should be the monthly retail payments remaining on early 

termination, less the very considerable costs (in some cases) CPs save because the contract ends 

early (e.g. VAT, wholesale charges and customer service costs). 

  

Took on 3 biggest providers as a priority. We had to counter the CPs’ strong resistance on a number 

of significant points, and had to review a series of proposals from them, often pushing back on their 

numbers, to achieve what we sought. 

 

 All 3 eventually agreed to change their terms and reduce their ETCs as we demanded, in return for 

which we agreed not to pursue enforcement action. We note that we have not approved their new 

terms and charges as fair, as only a court can do that. 

  

On 17 June 2010, we published a news release about our achievements. The reductions in ETCs 

are very significant, and the following table provides a summary of them in relation to the three CPs. 

  

 
 



Result of our actions - reduced ETCs  
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Provider and package Voice 
Broad-
band 

Early termination 
charge before 
Ofcom statement* 

New agreed early 
termination 
charge* 

BT Weekend  - £11.54 £2.00 

BT Evening and Weekend  - £14.53 £2.50 

BT Unlimited Anytime  - £16.53 £5.00 

TalkTalk Evening and Weekend  - £14.44 £3.00 

TalkTalk Anytime  - £16.98 £3.00 

TalkTalk Essential1   £18.48 £8.00 

TalkTalk Essential2   £33.48 £8.00 

Virgin Media (cable) Phone3  - £10.00 £4.00 

Virgin Media (cable) Broadband L3 -  £10.00 £9.00 

Virgin Media (National) Broadband L & Phone M1   £25.99 

£8.35 
(1st month) 

then £6.35 

Virgin Media (National) Broadband L & Phone M2   £29.99 
£6.63 

(1st month) then 
£4.63 

Early termination charges for popular packages 


